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Prez Sez — Andy Myers   

Tom Carroll prepares to fly his Sig Astro Hog at Baugher Field on Satur-

day July 10, 2021. Tom purchased this plane from a model hobby shop 

in the Midwest while on a vacation trip. The hog sports an OS 70 FS 

Surpass Engine and is controlled by a Spektrum AR620 Rx. This plane is 

super easy to spot in the sky and flies as good as it looks. Tom has a big 

fat smile on his face in this photo so you know he is happy with it! 

  

I know it has been a while since the last newsletter, sorry 
about that. I’ve had life getting in the way here these past 
months (Kids, New House, moving, ect). We all are on the 
go and the kids are back in school. We need to take time 
out of our busy schedules to relax and remember why we 
work so hard during the year. Flying has been fantastic at 
both Baugher and Spiegel Fields and the lawn crew has 
been superb. The weather has been mild and the wind has 
been relatively low and many familiar faces have returned 
to the flying field. Continued on Page 2                                
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cartoonist Gary Larsen   

Website — www.Flywam.org  
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Accidents Do Happen — Andy Myers   

The 4th of July weekend was a great time to be out flying and 

many of us took advantage. While at the field, I  did something I 

won’t soon forget. I was testing out a brand new engine (OS 70 FS 

II) on Ron Bowen’s Four Star 60, which I had recently resurrected. 

Everything was going fine and I had started to adjust the engine, 

allowing a number of tanks of fuel to pass through while the en-

gine was “breaking-in”. I wasn’t quite happy with the tune and felt 

the need to fiddle some more with the high speed needle. If you 

know the Four Star design than you know that the firewall and 

engine compartment are open to the air and there is very little 

room to get to the carburetor from the outside. While the engine 

was running I had my hand (which isn’t the smallest) inside the 

compartment turning the knob of the needle. When I pulled my 

hand away and out of the compartment my middle finger was 

clipped by the propeller. The cut took off half of the tip of my fin-

ger entirely. Needless to say I was bleeding and honestly didn’t 

really feel much pain.     Continued on Page 2.  

www.facebook.com/groups/westminsteraeromodelers/  
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Prez Sez  - Andy Myers    continued from Page 1 

We added approximately 3 new members and wel-
comed back 2 former members. I’d say that is 
pretty darn cool. Spiegel Field has had the road 
repaired and widened, so it should be much easier 
to get cars up the road, and Baugher Field’s road 
was also repaired— big thanks to John Chamber-
lain. We’ve also had a few guests out at the field 
including Bub Reese demonstrating his control line 
skills and Brenden McCormick with Gator-RC/Just 
Plane Crazy hanging out and flying with us. Addi-
tionally Leo and Mike Hornbaker form Pegasus RC 
in Hagerstown came down to fly with us at Baugher 
Field. This year’s activities have been quite 
eventful.   

 

Nuf said.  

Andy 
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Important Announcements   

• Christmas Dinner is Saturday December 4th at 6:00 –

9:00pm  @ the VFW cost is $30 each, please respond by 

11/17  

 

 

continued from page 1 

The nurses at the hospital could only 

cover my wound and stick some “glue 

on it” Since that time, it has healed nice-

ly. Still missing half the tip, but I’ll live. 

This is what stupid looks 

like! My middle finger after 

the prop strike.  

Happy Belated Birthday to the following W.A.M. 

Members: 

Andy Myers — 6/3              Dave Sherwin 6/4 

Hans Baum — 6/16             Carl Waglie 6/6 

Charles Revei — 8/22          Marshall White— 9/6 

Tim West—11/11         

Jim Christensen — 11/14 

Richard Jakubs — 6/29    

Steve Hare — 7/9 

Bob Allen —8/1 

Hoyt Bishop — 9/23 

Doug Klunk — 9/18 

Bryan Newman — 10/13 

Four Star 60 Gets a New Life — Andy Myers     

I lost my Sig Four Star 60 on March 13th at Baugher Field. 

Ron Bowen has graciously given me the Four Star 60 above. I 

installed a new OS-70 FS II engine and Hitec servos to get it 

going. Ron’s plane lives to fly another day.  

As stated above the engine is brand spanking new -

OS 70FS II and the mount is a Great Planes Large 

Adjustable Fiber Glass Mount. I installed Hitec 

425bb servos all around, and a Spektrum AR620 Rx.  

I upgraded the landing gear with that of my original 

Four Star (carbon fiber), the rest is stock, just as 

Ron wanted it! Ron came out to Baugher Field on 

June 5th, it was great to see and talk to him. Thank 

you, Ron !  
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September Fun-Fly 2021 @ Spiegel Field  - Andy Myers  

During the weekend of Sept 25th-26th, the W.A.M. September Fun-Fly  was conducted at Spiegel Field  in Westminster, MD. 
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Brenden McCormick (Far Left), from 

Valley View, PA discusses the finer 

points of his Seagull A6M Zero with 

W.A.M. member Bryan Newman 

and Carl Waglie. Brenden is the cre-

ator and host of the popular 

YouTube program “Just Plane Cra-

zy”. Check it out!  He is also a Rep 

for Gator-RC.  It was just great hav-

ing Brenden join us for our Sept Fun-

Fly and he is welcome to come back 

anytime.  

The Japanese A6M Zero was 

Japan’s premier fighter through-

out WWII. Brenden’s model 

sports an EME60 60cc gas engine 

with an autostart and is guided 

by a Jeti Duplex Rx and Hobby 

King Servos— also incorporates 

an auto choke as well—how 

cool,  Look ma, no flipping! 

View of some of Brenden’s other planes including a 50cc Pilot 

RC/CARF Hybrid Extra 330 and a 90mm Viper Jet. Brenden is 

an accomplished pilot as well as good salesman. I was in-

spired myself to purchase a Jeti DS-12 Tx after he demon-

strated his for me.  

The day was perfect at Spiegel Field, which has is own beauty 

at this time of the year. The grass cutting team was excellent 

as usual.  
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Bealeton Fly-In 2021  - Andy Myers  

During the weekend of September 11th-13th, the annual Bealeton Fly-In was conducted at the Flying Circus Aerodrome in 

Bealeton, Va. 
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In addition to RC flying, Full Scale 

Flying was conducted each day with 

an air show including a series of PT-

17’s, Waco’s, Decathlon, MX-2, and 

other planes. Air plane rides were 

also conducted throughout the day 

which was greatly appreciated. Here 

all the planes approach the flight 

line at the show finale.  

Paul Schaffner demonstrates 

his flying skills for the crowd 

at the airshow for RC aircraft. 

Paul is piloting his 1/3 scale J-

3 Piper Cub in all its glory.  

PT-17  engines are just cool!  

W.A.M. member John Snyder with the 1/4 Scale L-4 Piper 

Grasshopper. 

 

 

 

W.A.M. member  Steve 

Hare enjoying the show. 

W.A.M. member Paul Schaffner with his BUSA 1/3 Scale Cub. 

Some very talented folks 

from DCRC provided us 

some excitement with 

their acrobatic routine, 

the PT-17 Pilots stopped 

what they were doing to 

enjoy. They love air-

planes of ALL sizes..  
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Control Line Fun-Fly 2021  - Andy Myers  

On Saturday, September 18th, W.A.M. conducted a Fun-Fly for Control Line Flying at Baugher Field in Westminster, MD. 
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Control  Line Pilots : Jim Hodges, 

Steve Hare, Bub Reese, and Steve 

Rothschild line up with their respec-

tive control line model air planes. 

The control wires are placed in rows 

out in front of the planes to allow 

the pilots to easily transport the 

contraption to the flying circle. 

Prime example of a control line 

plane-

being 

fueled   

up pri-

or to 

flight  

 

 

Associate member Don New-

ton (on right) chats with Ste-

ve Rothschild during the con-

trol line fun-fly. Good to see 

you, Don! 

All lined up and ready to fly at Baugher Field  

 

The crew all enjoying 

the show of control line 

air planes. We had a 

fairly nice turn-out.  

Honestly need to do 

more of these.  

Bub demonstrating control line flight in the circle. 

Bub Reese joined us for 

this event from Pa and is 

welcome to come back 

anytime. Control line 

flying is a dying art that 

needs to be passed on to 

the next generation. 



Kamikaze Contestant  - Andy Myers  

Official tally below — but as is tradition, the winner of the Kamikaze Award is ultimately the former recipient's (Tom Carroll) choice  

 

 Contestant  Plane  Crashed Repaired  Circumstance  

Jim Hodges 

Ugly Stick 60  Yes  Nope  Loss of control on take-off 

Ugly Stick 60 (Jim 
C’s plane he pur-
chased) 

Yes  Yes  Loss of control, brown-out of Tx 

Sig Kadet Senior Yes  Nope  Lost at Piper Event due to brown-out of Tx 

BUSA 1/3 scale J-3 
Cub 

Yes  Nope  
Loss of control on takeoff, possible Tx issue, 

Total Loss :-( 

Tom Carroll  
Avistar Yes  Nope  Loss of control; dumb thumbs 

Phoenix Decathlon   Yes  Nope  Wound up in tree at Spiegel  

Andy Myers  

Four Star 60 Yes Nope  Elevator control rod came loose during flight 

Carbon Z Cub 2.0m Yes Yes  
Stalled close to the ground, Broke wing and 

alieron  

Four Star 60 (Ron 
Bowens) 

No N/A Cut off part of his finger - prop strike  

Tim West  Eflite P-51 1.5m  Yes Yes  Inverted over corn field and total loss  

Steve Rothschild  
Super Clown - Con-
trol Line 

Yes  Nope  
Loss of control; dizziness during flight, Steve 

fell down and so did the plane  

Paul Schaffner Beach Baron  Yes Yes  Slow speed stall into tree  

Doug Klunk  
Eflite Air Tractor 
1.5m  

Yes Nope  Brown-out due to factory installed Rx 

Steve Hare  Eflite Maul M-7 Yes  Nope  
Ailerons programed backwards, Hit electric 

line, all hell broke loose 

Charles Revei  Tiny Trainer  Yes Nope  Loss of control; Crashed twice  

Carl Waglie  
Turbo Timber  Yes Yes  Prop Strikes breaking props  

V-900  Yes Yes  Loss of orientation & control and splat 

An unfortunate photo of Jim Hodge’s 

1/3 scale J-3 Cub following his crash at 

Baugher Field  

Hope everyone has a better year next 

year. If you aren’t crashing, then you 

aren’t flying!  
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Tech Talk - Andy Myers  

Have you considered an alternative to the Spektrum Ecosystem ?  If so, you should look at Jeti Transmitters and Receivers    

November, 2021 

In today’s age of computer technolo-

gy our Tx’s haven’t changed much, 

until now. I bought a Spektrum iX12 

about a year ago and was just not 

happy with the user experience. The 

iX12 is a good controller, don’t get 

me wrong. It just was limited and 

sometimes a pain to access pro-

graming. With Jeti, everything is 

user configurable. IF you can dream 

what you’d like your transmitter to 

do, it can likely be done with Jeti. 

The software is solid and logical. All 

the physical switches and knobs can 

be rearranged. Custom voice call-

outs can be programed for any 

switch or by timer. There are over 

40 sensors that can be added for 

user configured features including 

battery capacity, fuel capacity, En-

gine RPM, Temp, Altitude, and the 

list goes on. The hardware is made 

in the Czech Republic and is of high 

quality—see to the left. They show 

you what’s on the inside. The gim-

bals are hall-effect magnetic and last 

a lifetime.  This all comes at a higher 

cost than Spektrum but the benefit 

is piece of mind that what your 

getting is solid and can do just about 

anything you’d like. The Tx battery is 

LiOn. The standard transmitter uses 

3 redundant antenna signals (two 

which at 2.4 ghz and one which 900 

mhz). Higher end models use up to 

5. This is far superior to Spektrum. 

All Rx’s can be extended using satel-

lite Rx’s. Everything they make is 

“Smart” 

The receiver and sensors work in perfect harmony with the 

Tx’s. The Rx’s are compatible with electronic on/off switch-

es that can be controlled via your transmitter, virtually 

eliminating the need for a mechanical switch to turn on the 

Rx or Ignition module. This prevents mechanical switch 

failures. They also offer a Plug-n-Play CenterBox SBUS that 

use a redundant battery backup systems. These SBus’s can 

handle up to 26 servos. There is no limit to what you can 

program. 



Who’s Who - Andy Myers  

Some old faces and some new ones, I want to see more of you at the field in 2022. Get out there! 
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Brenden McCormick snaps a selfie photo of W.A.M. members 

Andy Myers, Dave Sherwin, Scott Newton, and Tom Carroll .  
Dave Sherwin shows off his beautiful Extra 330SC which is 

guided by his Spektrum DX-7 radio. Dave has a DLE 55RA in 

this bird and an demonstrates his signature snap-roll on take-

off.  

Fred Lass has been out flying this year and loves his bright 

orange Sig Astro Hog. 

Paul Schaffner is helping a fellow W.A.M. member by hand 

launching a Night Radian XL Sailplane, piloted by none other 

than Doug Klunk.  

Scott Newton was a former member that has returned and 

has become a regular at the field on the weekends and has 

been flying his Sig LT-40 Electric Trainer.  Great to have you 

back Scott! 



Who’s Who - Andy Myers  

MORE old faces and some new ones! 
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Andy Myers is the current W.A.M. President and Newletter 

Editor. You’re likely to find him at the field most weekends.  
John Chamberlain is a new member who is attempting to fly 

on the dark side with his SAB Helicopter.  John is also is look-

ing forward to flying his Sig Kadet Senior Sport—whenever it 

arrives from backorder.  

Tom Carroll has been a familiar face throughout this flying 

season and is shown here with his Sig Kadet Senior Sport.  

Steve Rothschild is at the ready looking to take-off at Baugh-

er Field. Steve also organized and flew at the control line fun 

fly. Steve wears many different hats and helps to keep the 

organizations funds coming in by coordinating fundraisers 

such as the February Flea Market  

Charles Revei has been a regular at the flying fields and is the 

current Spiegel Field Marshall. Charles ensures the grass gets 

cut. Big shout out to you Charles —Thank you  



Who’s Who - Andy Myers  

MORE old faces and some new ones! 
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Karl Waglie has been a regular now at the fields in 2021 and 

becoming an impressive 3D pilot.  
Jim Hodges and his 1/3 scale Piper Cub at Baugher Field. Jim 

is a regular at the fields and always provides words of wis-

dom for us young guys to learn from.  

Karl’s dog “Roxy” loves attention and is a fan favorite of all 

who visit.  

Steve Hare is seen here taxing his Sig Rascal 110”. Steve mas-

terfully pilots this plane and its sheer size is enough to im-

press.  

Dick Ash poses with Fred Lass’ Sig Astro Hog. Dick is a master 

builder who has been out multiple times this year, he also 

makes one heck of a good pot of Chili. See you at the Chili-

Fly, Dick!   



What’s New On The Work Bench — Andy Myers  

 

 

Materials and opinions published in the Talespinner are those of the author and 

do not necessarily reflect those of the Westminster Aero Modelers Club or the 

Editor. Every attempt is made to assure that the information contained herein is 

accurate, but the Editor and Westminster Aero Modelers are not responsible for 

errors or emissions. No responsibility is assumed, expressed, or implied as to the 

suitability, safety, or approval of ANY material in the Newsletter. Any party using 

ANYTHING expresses herein does so at their own risk and discretion without 

recourse against anyone. Permission for reprinting or quoting items in the Tales-

pinner is granted providing that credit is given to both the author and to the 

Talespinner—Editor 
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Lizzie says ‘get out 

and fly something’ !!! 

Continuing on with the Top Flite Corsair 60 project, I 

finished installing the wingtips and covering using 

monokote over the entire plane. I installed the Century 

Jet air retracts and tested the valve and lines.  

The finished plane assembled for the first time. The DLE 20RA 

engine fit perfectly inside the factory cowl which I cut for the 

exhaust. It sports a 17x8 propeller from Valley View RC. I put 

a four-blade 18x8x4 prop on for static display.  

More to come next time! 

The hatch and 

control panel I 

installed within 

the fuse and uses 

a set of magnets 

to attach the 

door.  The switch-

es, fuel dot, 

pneumatic gage, 

and air inlet are 

all labeled. 

I plan on giving the TF Corsair 60 above to my dad, 

John Myers as a gift for his new workshop. My dad 

is directly responsible for my love of aviation and I 

wanted to give him something to show him that.  

Thank You — Pop.  


